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Do you see any of these things occurring in your home? 

 

1. My children hold off on coming to me when there is a dispute. 

2. My children try to prevent each other from coming to me when 

there is a dispute. 

3. When one child is telling his side of the story, the other is con-

stantly interrupting (verbally or with noises/facial expressions/

body language). 

4. When you point out the wrong one child has done, he feels like 

you’re against him or on the side of the other sibling. 

Sibling Opposition Solution (S.O.S.) 

Lesson 3 Activity 

Are You a Mediator Your Kids Can Trust? 

Yes  No 

Are these things true of you as a mediator? 

A. Yes, and my kids know it. 

B. Yes, but my kids don’t realize it. 

C. No, I need to work on that. 

 

1. I always give each party a turn to speak. 

2. I really listen to what each person says. 

3. I don’t decide until I’ve heard both perspectives. 

4. What’s most important to me is to reach their hearts. 

5. I’m not annoyed by their problems. 

6. My main goal is to help them to be reconciled. 

See p. 2 for results. 

A  B  C 
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Results: 

~ If you answered “Yes” to any of the items in the first quiz, that means their 

could be a breakdown in one or both parts of the trust equation of your role as a 

mediator. 

Perhaps you’ve done things (even unintentionally) that cause your children to 

doubt your trustworthiness as a mediator. Or, perhaps you have been a trustwor-

thy mediator, but your children don’t realize they can rely on that. Look at your 

answers to the second quiz for more insight. 

 

~ On the second quiz: 

Mostly A’s? Great! You’ve got a real head start! 

Mostly B’s? Gently remind your kids of your trustworthiness as you interact. You 

can say things like, “If he’s saying something you think is wrong, don’t be afraid. 

Remember, Mama will always give you a chance to speak. Don’t I always listen to 

both people before I make any decisions?” 

Mostly C’s? Don’t despair. You’ve identified a place that needs some work. (Hint: 

That also means you’ve identified something you can do right now to make posi-

tive progress!) 

Try these strategies from the lesson (or identify some of your own): 

1. Tell them that you are glad to help (and mean it). 

2. Hold off judgement and tell them that you are doing so. 

3. Don’t betray a bias in your tone or facial expression. 

4. Offer correction or criticism privately, not in front of the other sibling. 

5. Reiterate often that your desire is for reconciliation. 

How else can you let your kids know they can trust your guidance? 


